We report proper motion measurements of water masers in the massive-star forming region W 51A and the analyses of the 3-D kinematics of the masers in three maser clusters of W51A (W51 North, Main, and South). In W 51 North, we found a clear expanding flow that has an expansion velocity of ∼70 km s
Introduction
Water maser emission is one of the most important phenomena in the study of star formation, often based on data obtained using very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) with high angular and velocity resolution (e.g., 000 [cite] (2001)). In practice, details of the gas kinematics are complicated but seem to depend mainly on the evolutionary status of YSOs. Water maser sources sometimes enable measurement of the internal motions of giant molecular clouds by measuring relative bulk motions between clusters of water masers that are very close to each other (Paper I; 000 [cite]cite.tor01Torrelles et al. (2001)). Such bulk motions may be owe to, e.g., propagation of shock layers from newly-formed HII regions, cloud contraction by the self-gravitation due to the huge mass of a giant molecular cloud.
The massive-star forming region W 51A contains at least five independent clusters of water masers: W51 North, West, Main, and two clusters in South (e4 and e3).
All of the maser clusters are independently associated with HII regions and dense and young cloud cores exhibiting several species of molecular emission (000 [cite] (1992) ; EGHMM). Proper motions of these water masers were measured two decades ago (G81; S81). However, details of the kinematics are still obscured because of limited numbers of measured proper motions (≤30, S81; G81). In W51 North, a separation motion has been recognized between two dominant "sub-clusters" of maser features (see Sect. 3.1), so-called the "NW Cluster" and the "Dominant Center Reference Cluster" (S81). EGHMM reconfirmed the similar separation motion in the patterns of the sub-clusters, which are similar to bow shocks, by comparing the patterns observed in 1998 with those of S81. In W51 Main, LLD found a stream from the "Double-Knot" sub-cluster in the south-east direction. The observed velocity range, however, was very limited (54 km s −1 < V LSR < 68 km s −1 ). Throughout the entire range (−50 km s −1 ≤ V LSR ≤ 130 km s −1 ) the kinematics are predominated by random motions (G81). In other maser clusters, their kinematics have never been well understood.
Here, we report monitoring observations of the W 51A water masers with the Japanese domestic VLBI network (J-Net) 1 (000 [cite]cite.omo94Omodaka et al. (1994)). Sect. 2 describes the VLBI observation and data reduction. Sect. 3 summarizes the revealed 3-D kinematics of the individual clusters of water masers. Sect. 4 discusses the origins and related issues of the maser kinematics. The estimation of the distance to W 51A and relative 3-D bulk motions among the maser clusters are also described.
Observations and Data Reduction
The VLBI observations were made at five epochs for a period of 8 months in 1999, using three or four J-Net telescopes. Table 1 gives the status of the J-Net observations. The spatial resolution of our observations was typically 3 milliarcseconds (mas). W51 North/West, Main, and two regions of W51 South, close to the HII regions W51 e4 or e8 and e3 (000 [cite] cite.gau93Gaume, Johnston, & Wilson(1993) ; 000 [cite]cite.zha98Zhang, Ho, & Ohashi(1998) ), are located within a 70 ′′ -field. We observed simultaneously the four clusters of masers within a single antenna beam (the minimum size of 72 ′′ [FWHM] at 22 GHz in the array telescopes). At each epoch, an observation was made for 10-11 hours including scans of calibrators (NRAO 530 and JVAS 2145+067. The received data were recorded with the VSOP terminal (000 [cite]cite.kaw94Kawaguchi et al. (1994) ) in a single base band channel with a band width of 16 MHz, which corresponds to a velocity coverage of 216 km s −1 (158 km s −1 ≤ V LSR < −58 km s −1 ). The data correlation was made with the Mitaka FX 1 J-Net includes the 45-m telescope of Nobeyama Radio Observatory (NRO), which is a branch of the National Astronomical Observatory, an interuniversity research institute operated by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.
correlator (000 [cite]cite.chi91Chikada et al. (1991) ). Correlations were performed four times by shifting the phase-tracking centers to the locations of the above four clusters of masers. An average correlation time was set to 0.5 s for W51 North and 1 s for W51 Main and two regions of W 51 South. The correlation outputs consisted of 1024 velocity channels with a velocity spacing of 0.21 km s −1 each.
Data reduction was made with the NRAO AIPS package using normal procedures (e.g., 000
[cite]cite.dia95Diamond(1995)). Fringe fitting and selfcalibration procedures were performed for a Doppler velocity channel including a bright maser spot (velocity component) in W51 North, also given in Table 1 . The solutions were applied to all of the data, then maser maps were made for all of the maser clusters. The typical size of the synthesized beam was 3 mas in the five observations (see Table 1 ). The relative position accuracy of a maser spot ranged over 0.02-0.6 mas depending on a signal-to-noise ratio and spatial structure of the spot. Identification of a water maser feature was made in the same procedure shown in several previous papers (e.g., Paper I). A relative position accuracy of a maser feature was ranged over 0.05-0.6 mas. Relative proper motions were measured for maser features identified in at least two of the five epochs. Figure 1 shows several examples of measured relative proper motions of water maser features. Maser features fundamentally seem to move with constant velocities. The deviations from fit lines assuming constant velocity motions are within several tenths of a milliarcsecond. Some features have a large deviation from the fit lines because they are located together with other features within a small range, 1 mas in space and 1 km s −1 in velocity, in which we were not able to correctly trace the same feature from one epoch to another. Tables 2, 3, and 4 give parameters of maser features with measured proper motions. The numbers of measured proper motions were 123, 48, and 10 in W51 North, Main, and South (e4), respectively, which are larger than those of previous observations for W51 North by S81 and for W51 Main and South (e4) by G81. An important difference between the previous and the present measurements is the difference in time separations between the successive observing epochs: two years and, at minimum, only one month, respectively.
Results

Summary of proper motion measurements
Even with a much shorter time separation of our observations, it has not been possible to measure proper motions in a large fraction of detected maser features (> 50 %) mainly because of growth and decay of maser features among the observing epochs. These results imply that many of the maser features have lifetimes shorter than 1-2 months. Unfortunately, no maser proper motion has been identified in the W 51 South (e3) region.
Usually, each of water maser clusters consists of several groups of maser features with a size of 100-1000 AU. In this paper, we define such a group of features as a "subcluster". Figure 3 presents the detailed 3-D motions of water masers around the two dominant sub-clusters, the red-shifted (north-west) and the blue-shifted (south-east, Dominant Center Reference) sub-clusters, which clearly exhibit a bipolar expanding flow. We found a "bow shock" pattern in the SE sub-cluster, which opens toward the NW sub-cluster and has been found since 1977 (S81; EGHMM). On the basis of the locations of the two subclusters and this bow-shock pattern, we estimated a location of SiO maser emission in W51N on our map with an uncertainty of less than 100 mas, whose position was measured by EGHMM with respect to the water masers with an uncertainty of less than 50 mas. The originating point of the outflow seems to be located around the middle of the two maser sub-clusters and to be roughly coincident with the location of the SiO maser. While only a separation motion between the two sub-clusters has been confirmed by S81 and EGHMM, the present result reveals that the individual sub-clusters themselves are also expanding.
On the other hand, motions of maser features far from the two sub-clusters do not exhibit any systematic motion but random motions with velocities up to 100 km s −1 . Some peculiar motions are found in the two dominant subclusters and are not due to misidentification of the proper motions. Thus, although the expanding flow has been visible, the kinematics of the W51 North region is heavily disordered dynamically by fast random motions. The details of the maser kinematics around W51 West were also obscured because only two proper motions were measured. It is difficult to compare the maser distribution with that of S81 because of too sparse time separation (∼20 yr).
Model fitting the maser kinematics
In order to estimate kinematical parameters of the expanding flow and a distance to W51N, we made modelfitting analyses for the 3-D motions of maser features. The procedure was performed on the basis of the least-square fitting of the observed kinematics to a radially-expanding flow model and in almost the same way as that applied to the W3 IRS 5 water masers (Paper I), which is not repeated here. One difference is only the assumed speed of the radial expansion of a maser feature i, V (i), as a function of distance of a maser feature from the originating point of the outflow, r i , which is expressed more simply as V exp (i) = V 0 (r i /r 0 ) α , and where V 0 is an expansion velocity at a unit distance r 0 , α is a power-law index indicating the apparent acceleration of the flow. We made the fitting step-by-step, excluding maser features having unreliably large positive or negative expansion velocities or distances from the outflow origin. After such several iterations, we used 68 proper motion data and obtained best solutions that are given in Table 5 . Figure 3 shows an estimated position of the outflow origin in the maser motions (plus), which coincides with the location of the SiO maser emission (filled square, EGHMM) within the position uncertainly (∼100 mas). A systemic line-of-sight velocity of the flow is almost equal to that of the ambient molecular cloud (≃56 km s (2001)) and roughly coincident with that of the SiO maser emission (≃47 km s −1 ) within a velocity width of the cloud (≃26 km s −1 ). Figure 4 presents the maser feature motions projected onto three different planes. The maser kinematics indicate no rotation of the expanding flow, suggesting that ballistic motions predominate the kinematics. The best fit model and an expansion velocity plot against distance from the outflow origin ( Figure 5 ) indicate that the expanding flow decelerates in the water maser region (r = 200-500 mas or 1200-3000 AU from the outflow origin), where the expansion velocity decreases from ≃90 km s −1 to ≃50 km s −1 . This is a controversial case against these expanding flows that apparently exhibit the accelerations in water maser kinematics (Orion KL, 000 [cite]cite.gen81bGenzel et al. Figure 6a presents the angular distribution of water masers in W51 Main, which also revives those found by previous observations (000 [cite]cite.gen78Genzel et al. (1978) ; 000 [cite]cite.gen79Genzel et al. (1979) ; G81) shown in Figure 6b .
W51 Main
Four maser sub-clusters have been identified by G81: "Double Knot", "Middle High Velocity Cluster", "Northern High Velocity Cluster", and "Southern High Velocity Cluster", all of which seem to be stable for at least 20 years.
LLD identified a "cocoon" in the Double Knot, which is more clearly seen by superposing three maps of G81, LLD, and the present work around the coordinate (45, 25) in unit of mas in Figure 6b . Assuming a distance to W51M of 6 kpc, this cocoon has an inner and an outer radii of approximately 12 AU and 60 AU, respectively. A rotation of the cocoon has been also identified by LLD, but it was not found in the present work, probably because of too small a number of maser features detected around the cocoon.
On the other hand, the remaing maser sub-clusters have large position offsets up to 20 mas (120 AU at a distance of 6 kpc) between the previous and the present maps. Likely these are not true motions of sub-clusters but the "Christmas tree" effect due to appearance and disappearance of maser features during 20 years. Unlike the bow shock pattern seen in W 51N, no clear feature alignment was found except for the cocoon mentioned above. (2001)). Looking at the whole Doppler-velocity range (158 km s −1 ≤ V LSR < −58 km s −1 ), the kinematics of water masers is apparently random. On the other hand, LLD measured 26 proper motions of water masers with a one-month time baseline and found a stream in the SW direction from the cocoon in a limited range of the Doppler velocity (54 km s −1 ≤ V LSR < 68 km s −1 ). We note that the Southern High Velocity Cluster seems to independently have an expanding flow. Maser features on the northeast side of this sub-cluster (around the coordinate [40, −100] in unit of mas in Figure 7 ) have proper motions toward the cocoon with velocities of 40-80 km s −1 , probably which are not a flow contracting toward the cocoon but an expanding flow from the point around the coordinate (20, −140) in unit of mas in Figure 7 . The systemic Doppler velocity of the candidate originating this expanding flow is expected to be around V LSR ∼90 km s −1 on the basis of the mean Doppler velocity of maser features in the sub-cluster. Figure 8 presents the 3-D motions of water maser features in W51 South, close to the 3.6-cm continuum source W51 e4 (000 [cite]cite.gau93Gaume, Johnston, & Wilson(1993) ) and 2-mm continuum source W 51 e8 (000 [cite]cite.zha98Zhang, Ho, & Ohashi(1998) ). The distribution of water masers in this region seems to have been roughly stable and aligned in the north-west to southeast direction (G81). We found that the water masers exhibit marginally a Doppler-velocity gradient along the maser alignment and a systematic separation motion between the red-shifted and the blue-shifted masers with bipolarity. We attempted a model fitting for the water masers using only a model such as that applied as Step 1 for W51 North water masers, in which we estimated only the originating point of the outflow (see Sect. 3.2.2 and Paper I). Table 6 gives its solution.
W51 South (e4)
Discussion
Distance to the W 51A region
The distance to the W51A region (G 49.5−0.4) has been adopted to be ∼7 kpc on the basis of the statistical parallax of water-maser proper motions measured by G81 (c.f. S81). Because of an increase in measured proper motions and of reliable fitting of the maser kinematics to an expanding flow model in the present paper, a distance of ∼6 kpc should be adopted.
As described in Sect. 3.2.2 and Table 5 , we obtained a distance value of 6.1±1.3 kpc from a model fitting for the kinematics of W51N. The uncertainty permits a distance value of 7 kpc. When adopting 7 kpc, however, the model fitting puts the originating source of the W51N outflow at a point with a NW offset of ∼0 ′′ .1 from that when adopting 6 kpc. As seen in Figures 2 and 3, this offset is inconsistent with the suggestion that the originating point should coincide to the location of SiO masers (EGHMM). Moreover, although both of the NW and SE sub-clusters exhibit deceleration, unlike a simple deceleration as shown in Figure 5 , they are not aligned on a simple one.
We also attempted the statistical parallax method and obtained a distance value of 7.2±1.7 kpc but when including all measured proper motions in the W 51 North and West regions. When using only proper motions in the two dominant sub-clusters of W51N, an unreliably small value (∼4 kpc) was obtained. We obtained a distance value of 8.5±3.3 kpc from the kinematics of W51M. As described in Sect. 4.2 and Figures 3 and 4 , the 3-D maser kinematics are heavily biased. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain a reliable distance value using the statistical parallax. Here we adopt the distance obtained by the model fitting.
On the other hand, the distance to G49.5−0.4 has been estimated to be 5.5 kpc on the basis of a 'far' kinematical distance adopting the Galactic constants: R e t = 8.5 kpc and Θ e t = 220 km s Georgelin, & Georgelin(1978) ; 000 [cite]cite.dow80Downes et al. (1980)), which is quite consistent with that we have obtained from the model fitting. Note that, for some of the Galactic water maser sources, the distances obtained from their water maser kinematics coincide quite well with their kinematical distances (e.g., W3 IRS 5, Paper I).
Objective analyses of the maser kinematics
In order to model-independently deal with the kinematics of water masers in W 51 North and Main, we performed diagonalization for the velocity variance-covariance matrices obtained from velocity vectors of maser features (c.f., 000 [cite]cite.blo00Bloemhof (2000)). Table 7 gives the obtained eigenvalues (velocity dispersions) and their corresponding eigenvectors after the diagonalization. For example, for a bipolar outflow, an eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue indicates a major axis of the flow and others have two almost equal eigenvalues much smaller than the largest one. In the cases of both W51 North and Main, the obtained three eigenvalues differ from each other by factors larger than two; the maser kinematics are not isotropic but tri-axially asymmetric. Although the magnetic drag of bipolar flows might be applicable to explain such asymmetry (000 [cite]cite.blo00Bloemhof (2000)), geometrical effects should be taken into account.
A major eigenvector with the largest corresponding eigenvalue of the W51N kinematics (an inclination of 16
• ±11
• and a position angle of −41
• ±68
• ) is almost parallel to the major axis of the W51N outflow, which can be confirmed in Figures 3 and 4 . EGHMM also obtained similar angles of the outflow axis on the basis of their observations of the W51N SiO masers. Having two eigenvalues much larger than the one for the W51N kinematics can be explained by the outflow having a large opening angle, which is much larger than that estimated from SiO masers (∼25
• , EGHMM) and by the flow being strongly blocked at some points.
A geometrical effect such as that expected in W51N is also expected in the W51M kinematics. This can explain why most water masers are red-shifted with respect to the systemic velocity (V LSR = 50-60 km s −1 , see Sect. 3.3) when supposing that the driving source of the water masers is located behind a dense molecular cloud core that blocks the flow material approaching us. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue is almost along the line-of-sight. Note that possible multiple outflows along the sky plane as mentioned in Sect. 3.3 can also create such tri-axially asymmetric kinematics.
Origins of the maser kinematics
Water masers in massive-star forming regions are associated with outflows from newly-formed massive stars. Therefore, we can estimate the locations of young massive stars as originating points of the outflows and, in some cases, elucidate the evolutionary statuses of the young stars and kinematical structures of the outflows themselves as implied in Sect. 1.
For the W51N flow, EGHMM proposed that the SiO maser should be associated with a conical flow that rotates (counter clockwise) about the axis of the expansion motion. On the other hand, we did not find such a helical motion in the H 2 O maser kinematics as mentioned in Sect. 3.2.2. Although H 2 O and SiO maser flows are driven from a common young star, the associating flows are likely streaming independently. Such a hybrid system was also proposed for the Orion-KL outflows (000 [cite]cite.gre98Greenhill et al. (1998) ) and, therefore, might be a common characteristic of outflows from massive young stars. On the other hand, the W51N maser kinematics are heavily biased due to possible blocking of the flow as mentioned in Sect. 4.2. Adjacent young massive stars and their embedding dense cloud cores are expected as candidates of such blocking objects because the W51N region is composed of several massive young stars within a very small volume (< 0.1 pc) (e.g., 000 [cite]cite.wat98Watarai et al. (1998); 000 [cite]cite.oka01Okamoto et al. (2001)). They may also create observed fast (≤100 km s −1 ) random motions in the maser kinematics in fields far from the flow origin and between the cloud cores. It is difficult to create such random motions by means of shocks in the interstellar medium, which are triggered by adjacent HII regions, because the HII regions themselves will expand much more slowly (V exp ≤ 30 km s −1 ). The existence of several massive stars in the W 51M is expected as mentioned in Sect. 3.3. In fact, although a duration of H 2 O maser activity is quite short (<10 (2001)). These imply that a mass infall rate in a starforming region exhibiting such multiple outflows should be much higher than 10 −3 M e t yr −1 . This lower limit of the rate is calculated using an assumed total mass of the star cluster larger than 100 M e t (in the case of W51N, 000
[cite]cite.oka01Okamoto et al. (2001)) divided by the time scale within which this mass infalls before H 2 O masers are quenched by photoionization of H 2 O molecules due to the oldest massive star in the star cluster.
Relative 3-D motions of water maser clusters in W 51A
In principle, it is possible to measure relative and systemic bulk motions between clusters of water masers in the same manner as the "in-beam astrometry" because they were observed simultaneously in a single beam of each telescope. In the present paper, the coordinates of all maser maps were precisely fixed with respect to the position-reference maser feature in W51N (W51N: I2002 4). Table 8 gives measured relative bulk motions.
In practice, it is difficult to precisely estimate such bulk motions of the maser clusters because these motions are heavily disordered by random motions. Even for W51N, whose maser kinematics are relatively well known, the uncertainty of its systemic bulk motion is quite large (∼40 km s −1 , see Table 5 ) compared with the typical velocity width of a molecular cloud (< 10 km s −1 ). For W51M, only the mean proper motion of the W51M kinematics is observable and adopted as a systemic bulk motion of W51M; of course its uncertainty is also quite huge.
Adopting the systemic bulk motions of W51 North and South obtained from model fittings (Table 5 and (1994)). On the other hand, the mechanical luminosity required for the bulk motions is calculated assuming a spherically expanding flow sweeping molecular clouds (maser regions) that have a density of molecular hydrogen, n H2 ∼ 10 6 cm −3
(e.g., 000
[cite]cite.eli92Elitzur(1992)), in an expansion velocity to create the bulk motion, v exp ≃ 130/2 km s −1 , at a distance of r ≃ 0.9 pc. However, the obtained luminosity, > 10 7 L e t , is too huge to be produced only by stellar clusters in the W 51A region. The biases in the obtained systemic bulk velocities of the clusters are apparently most likely to be generated as discussed in Sect. 4.2. Some artificial effects on the coordinate drifts between the maser clusters are also expected: for example, unknown large offsets of telescope positions due to lack of geodetic VLBI observations with J-Net will result in the failure to resolve 2π-n ambiguity and to connect fringe-phases through each of the observations.
Summary
We have obtained data on the 3-D kinematics of three clusters of water masers in W 51A with VLBI monitoring observations composed of five epochs with an 8-month time baseline. The main conclusions of this paper are as follows.
1. In W51N, a bipolar outflow is clearly exhibited by the maser kinematics, modelled using a radially expanding flow model. The position of the driving source of the outflow coincides with that of the SiO maser source within 0 ′′ .1. Expansion velocity is consistent with that obtained by EGHMM on the basis of the change in maser distribution for 15 years but decreasing with distance from the driving source from 90 km s −1 to 50 km s −1 . 2. In W51M, random motions predominate the maser kinematics. Multiple outflows are considered. Unlike W51N, no systematic change in the maser distribution has been seen during 20 years due to the "Christmas tree effect" for maser appearance and disappearance.
3. In W51S, a bipolar outflow was found marginally. The driving source of the outflow has a large offset (> 1 ′′ ) from both of the continuum sources W51 e4 and e8.
4. The maser kinematics in W 51A are heavily biased due to possible concentration of young massive stars and their embedding clouds that destroy symmetry or systematic motion of the outflows. Duration of active massivestar formation in each of the maser clusters is shorter than 10 5 yr in W51A, which is suggested by the fact that the H 2 O masers associated with the different driving sources of outflows are simultaneously observed.
5. The distance to W51A was estimated to be 6.1±1.3 kpc on the basis of the model fitting method applied to the maser kinematics of W51N. On the estimated distance, the kinematical model for the W51N outflow is consistent with that previously proposed on the basis of VLA observations (EGHMM) and exhibits simple deceleration in the flow. This distance value is smaller than that previously adopted (∼7 kpc) but consistent with the kinematical distance (∼5.5 kpc).
6. Measurements of relative 3-D bulk motions between the maser clusters have been attempted and showed an apparent separation motion between W 51 North and Main/South. To elucidate the true motions, random motions and biases in the maser kinematics should be carefully taken into account. Imai et al. and listed in 2002) .
2 Relative value with respect to the location of the position-reference maser feature: W51S:I2002 6. 3 Relative value with respect to the motion of the position-reference maser feature: W51N:I2002 4. 4 Relative value with respect to the assumed systemic velocity of V LSR = 59.0 km s −1 . 5 Peak intensity at five epochs. Table 5 . Best-fit models for the maser velocity field of the W51 North outflow
Parameter
Step 1
1
Step 2 1 Assuming independent expansion velocity of maser features.
2 Asumming a common expansion velocity as a function of distance from the outflow origin as shown in the main text.
3 Relative value with respect to the position-reference maser feature. 4 Relative value with respect to V LSR ≡ 56 km s −1 . 5 Step 1 assumes the systemic radial velocity: V 0z ≡ 0.0 km s −1 . 6 The solution determines a radial outflow velocity V exp (i) independently for each feature with a proper motion. 7 Distance is completely covariant with the z i and V exp (i) and cannot be determined: d ≡7.0 kpc. 
